Badger Barrier
Gateway Kit

207140

Setup Instructions

Your Badger Barrier Gateway Kit includes
the following items:
2x
1x
20x
8x
20x

1.2m x 50mm Wooden Posts.
100m of Polycord.
90cm Green Plastic Posts.
Gate Anchor Insulators.
Cord Joiners.

1.
This kit is designed to add an access point to a Badger
Barrier fence. It can be added to an end of a fence or at a mid point.
2.
Switch your fence energiser off before starting work on the
fence.
3.
Drive the two wooden posts into the ground each side of
where you wish the gateway to be, so that enough length of the
existing fence cord is left to reach beyond the wooden posts.
4.
Screw the eight double-loop anchor insulators into the two
wooden posts at the level of your fence lines.
5.
Use the cord provided, the cord joiners and the gate
handles to create the horizontal gateway lines. The gate handles
have an integral spring so that the gateway lines can be closed and
still maintain horizontal tension, use the cord joiners to adjust the
line lengths appropriately. Use the same cord joiners at the ‘hinge’
side to create cord connections between the horizontals (a).
6.
Now connect the existing fence lines to the double-loop
anchors using more of the cord joiners, from both sides if your
gateway is midpoint or from one side if at the end. Remember to
keep all the horizontal lines of your fence and gate adequately
taught so as not to sag and prevent vegetation from making contact
with the fence.
7.
Once you have switched your fence energiser back on use
a fence tester to make sure that all parts of your fence and gate
have a live pulse.
Note: If using with a short post Badger Barrier fence then the
wooden posts can be trimmed accordingly.

For instruction purposes plastic posts
are shown closer together than is
necessary. In practice posts can be
placed 2 or 3 metres apart.

Use wooden posts
each side of gateway

Green cord

a

Screw double-loop
insulators into posts
to match positions of
wire on existing fence

Keep weeds and grass
from touching any of the
fence lines.
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